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JITTERBUGS! - Classroom Guide
Grades K
K-3
Overview: For young children, body language is their first
language. JITTERBUGS! integrates rhythm and movement with
narrative, resulting in alert and actively engaged readers. In this
lesson, students engage with a work of fiction and then compare/contrast that with historical
text about real people and events that inspired the story. A dance-along
along component provides
just the right amount of excitement to keep all eyes on the book as the pages turn. In addition
to being introduced to Harlem Renaissance history in an engaging way, students also reflect
upon the theme of how differences make us unique. Activities below provide students an
opportunity to express uniqueness through words, images and movement. This activity is
extended further to enhance social skills, as students are prompted to work with a partner to
identify differences and similarities and express this with their partner through movement.
Primary Objectives:
1. Experience movement as a language used to communicate and express identity.
2. Integrate knowledge and ideas through the study of related fiction and non-fiction
non
texts,
as well as multimedia sources.
Additionally, students will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage in a call and response movement activity to stimulate the brain.
Listen with active physical participation to a dance-along story.
Learn about real-life
life African
African-American
American artists from the Harlem Renaissance who inspired
the characters, setting and plot for the book.
Compare/contrast
contrast the fictional children’s story wit
with
h the historical information provided.
Compare/contrast
contrast the story’s main ch
characters, with the key question: “what makes
these characters unique?”
Reflect on uniqueness by thinking of ways in which they (the students) are unique.
Create a “bug-self” portrait using action words and illustration.
Express uniqueness through a pose
pose, physical gesture, or movement sequence.
Work with an “unlikely” partner to identify similarities and differences.
Create a pose or movement sequence with a partner to express a commonality.
Communicate ideas to class by sharing movement sequences and poses created as
individuals and with a partner.
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Estimated Time: Teachers can select which aspects of the lesson best suit the class and age
group of their students. Ideally,
y, the suggested activities could be presented over the course of
three sessions of about 30-40
40 minutes.
Materials Needed: Smartboard or other media projector system with Internet access. Access to
www.jitterbugsbook.com to download “dance
“dance-along” lesson page, One O’Clock Jump music file
and Ask Uncle Sol film clip (all available on Bonus Materials page of website)
website).. Journals or paper
and crayons/markers to create ““bug-self” portraits. Camera to record/document
document student work.
New Vocabulary & Concepts:
Scat Rhythm, Phonograph, Ballroom, Harlem Renaissance, Jazz, Swing.

Part I: Engage
Pre-Reading Activity: Use google images to look up images of phonographs and vintage
records. Ask students if they have seen these objects and have them identify what they are.
Identify and define the Harlem Renaissance. End by showing the JITTERBUGS! dance-along
dance
lesson page on smart board if possible ((dance lesson page available for download on
www.jitterbugsbook.com).
Play music clip of One O’Clock Jump by Count Basie (public domain copy available for free
download on www.jitterbugsbook.com
www.jitterbugsbook.com). Have students clap along to the beat. Do a rhythmic
call & response of the scat rhythm “Be-Bop, a Doo-Wop, a Wobble-Dee, POP!” by saying it out
loud with each section of the phrase rece
receiving two beats (8 beats in all). Teacher says the
rhythm, then points to students who say it back. After 4 times, try saying it all together
(eliminate call and response).
Add movements from dance-along
along lesson in JITTERBUGS! book. Alternate 8 counts of claps with
no words, then 8 counts of saying the scat rhythm with the dance
dance-along
along movements. Repeat
several times. Congratulate class on a great job and invite them to listen to a wonderful story
called JITTERBUGS!
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Part II: Integrate and Evaluate
Read the story and the historical information on p. 30-31, then
show students the video of George and Bea dancing together in
Ask Uncle Sol (video clip available on www.jitterbugsbook.com).
Ask students the following questions:
•
•
•

In the bug story, what makes George unique? What makes Bea unique? What do they
have in common?
Compare/Contrast the fictional bugs named George and Bea with the real-life dancers.
What do they have in common? How are they different?
When and where does this story take place? What are the clues? What is different
about the setting of this story from the world we live in today?

On paper: Have students complete a story map (character, setting, problem, solution) and
record their compare/contrast observations in a Venn diagram.

Summary of Standards Addressed:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA: R.2, R.3, R.4, R.7, R.9, W.8, W.9, SL.2
National Core Arts: #8, #11

Part III: Apply
Have each student think about 1-3 things that make him/her unique. Ask: “If you were a bug,
what kind would you be? And how would you move?” Refer back to page 12-13 (“Grasshoppers
jumped. Butterflies jived. Crickets wailed.”). Have them write the name of the bug that they
would be and add a movement word to describe how their bug-self would move. Have them
draw an image to go with their words, as if they were going to add their bug to p. 12-13.
Next, pair each student with an “unlikely” partner. Ask each pair to share their “bug selves”
with each other and create a Venn diagram to show how their bugs are different and what they
have in common. Invite each pair to share with the class the things they found they have in
common.
Summary of Standards Addressed:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA: SL.1, SL.2
National Core Arts: #1, #5, #6
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Part IV: Create
Have students create a “signature dance move”. Have them imagine their “bug--self” and
challenge them to create a gesture
sture or movement that captures their bug-self’s personality.
Invite students to share their move with the class. Consider putting music on as students share
their moves.
Next, have students return to their “unlikely” partner. Have them work together to create a
pose or sequence of movement together. They can recall their unique moves from the activity
above and teach those moves to each other to perform together, or they can come up with
entirely new movement ideas.
Put One O’Clock Jump or other music on and have each pair of students take a turn showing
their move. Start and end the “show and tell” session with the entire group doing the
JITTERBUGS! dance-along
along choreography and saying “be
“be-bop,
bop, a doo wop, a wobble dee, pop!”.
Summary of Standards Addressed:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA: SL.1, SL.2
National Core Arts: #1, #5, #6, #8, #10, #11

Part V: Document/Reflect/Assess
/Assess
If possible, use a camera or video
video-recording device to document
students’ creative movement work. Have the students view tthe photos
or video and reflect on whether they feel it adequately expresses their unique qualities. If they
could do it again, would they make the same choices or different ones?
Questions for reflection and self
self-assessment:
-

What would it be like to travel back in time to the Harlem Renaissance? What would I
see/hear/feel/smell/taste?
How am I similar to or different from the characters in JITTERBUGS!?
Was it easy or hard for me to think of things that make me or my “bug-self
self” unique?
Was it easy or hard to express those unique qualities through physical movement?
Was it easy or hard for me to work with a partner to find something we have in common
and communicate that through movement?

Summary of Standards Addressed:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA: R.4, R.7, W.8, W.9, SL.1, SSL.2
National Core Arts: #8, , #10, #11
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Common Core Language Arts - Anchor Standards Addressed:
READING
Key Ideas & Details
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.2
Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize the key
supporting details and ideas.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.3
Analyze how and why individuals, events, or ideas develop and interact over the course of a
text.
Craft and Structure
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.4
Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,
connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or
tone.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.7
Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and
quantitatively, as well as in words.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.9
Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge.
WRITING
Research to Build and Present Knowledge
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.7
Conduct short projects based on focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the
subject under investigation.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.8
Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.9
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.
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SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Comprehension and Collaboration
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.1
Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations with
diverse partners, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.2
Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, including visually,
quantitatively, and orally.

NATIONAL CORE ARTS STANDARDS ADDRESSED:
Creating
Standard 1: Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and work.
Performing/Presenting/Producing
Standard 5: Develop and refine artistic work for presentation.
Standard 6: Convey meaning through the presentation of artistic work.
Responding
Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
Connecting
Standard 10: Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.
Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works with societal, cultural and historical context to
deepen understanding.
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About the Author:
Margot Toppen is a dance educator and writer who teaches swing, ballroom and Latin dance to
Chicago-area elementary students. She fell in love with Lindy Hop in the mid-1990s and is
passionate about preserving the dance by sharing it with new generations. When teaching
youth, she tells the story of George Snowden ("Shorty George") and Beatrice Gay ("Big Bea") as
a way of coaching kids to accept each other’s differences. Her frequent telling of how George
and Bea used their unusual height difference to advantage is what inspired this story.

About the Illustrator:
Karen Light strives to teach students more about themselves and the world through creative
art-making that is centered on the issues and experiences of young people. The experimental
process she carries out in her studio is reflected in the classroom as she encourages students to
try new techniques and mixtures of non-traditional art materials. Karen instills a sense of
ownership in the art process that empowers students to investigate and express their own
stories as a means of becoming the authors of their own lives.
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